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• Bedload-laden flume flows show autogenic cycles of braided depositional patterns alternating with erosive
single-channel morphologies
• Froude numbers were mostly subcritical despite steep slope
• Near-critical or slightly supercritical flows can occur in steep, unconfined reaches with intense bedload transport
Abstract
Steep gravel-bed rivers sometimes experience floods that dramatically rework river bed structure and topography. Hazard assessments and paleo-event reconstructions require better knowledge of such phenomena.
This paper explores morphodynamic evolution of steep channels carrying bedload-laden flows, using a generic
Froude-scaled model. Bedload-laden floods were introduced in a narrow flume and spread into a five-times wider
unconfined area with a 0.1-steep slope (m/m). Image analysis enabled measurements taken at an unprecedented
level of accuracy on unconfined flows laden with bedload. A flow reconstruction procedure was used to compute
depth, Froude (F r) and Shields (τ ∗ ) numbers on millions of pixels based on a friction law and measurements of
surface velocity, slope, and roughness. Despite the steep slope, Froude numbers proved to be mostly subcritical
in all but the regions experiencing the most active sediment transport. Competent flows, identified by the trans∗
port stage higher than unity (τ ∗ /τcr
> 1), were near-critical and seldom had F r > 1.3 − 1.5. This demonstrates
that, providing that bed width and structure can adjust, hydraulic features such as standing waves, hydraulic
jumps and lateral shock waves dissipate energy very efficiently in addition to adjusting channel features. These
competent flows also tend to rework channels to approach the energy minimum of near-critical flows. This hypothesis was postulated by Gordon Grant (1997, Wat. Resour. Res. 33(2):349-358), but demonstrated here for
the first time at this scale. Considering near-critical flows during discharges high enough to be clearly competent
in laterally unconfined reaches seems reasonable as a first approximation in steep channels.
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Introduction

Gravel-bed rivers in piedmont and mountain regions sometimes experience high-magnitude flood events dramatically
reworking river bed topography and valley-bottom geometry (Arnaud-Fassetta et al. 2005; Hauer and Habersack
2009; Rickenmann and Koschni 2010; Rickenmann et al. 2015; Comiti et al. 2016; Righini et al. 2017; RuizVillanueva et al. 2018; Scorpio et al. 2018). Determining flow features such as discharges, velocities, water depths,
total and unit stream powers, Shields stresses and Froude numbers during such events are cornerstones of a number
of studies (Lumbroso and Gaume 2012). This is indeed necessary when assessing debris flood hazards and designing
protection works. It is also part of paleo-event reconstructions for flood magnitude estimations. Finally, it helps
improve predictive models as well as hydraulics by providing a better understanding of process-based linkages among
flow features, sediment transport and channel morphology.
Grant 1997 introduced the so-called critical flow hypothesis, speculating that highly supercritical flows should
be rarely or very transiently observed in the field in mobile-bed river channels. Indeed, autogenic energy dissipation
processes, e.g., undular hydraulic jumps and standing waves, emerge rapidly where supercritical flows occur and
dissipate kinetic energy very efficiently. A corollary of this observation is that geomorphology interacts with the
flow field and forms arise, i.e., step-pools form, grains cluster and sort, bedforms adjust and the river bed may
widen or narrow. As a consequence, any transient energy excess eventually dissipates by increases in bed roughness
or width and thus total friction dissipation. Since critical flow is the optimum energetically speaking, the Froudenumber-close-to-unity criterion should act as an attractor for flows competent enough to rework the morphology,
providing that the bed geometry and structure can adjust. Typical features of near-critical flows such as standing
waves, undular hydraulic jumps, and step-pools are consequently very common in the field.
Several direct field measurement campaigns implemented in mountain rivers during mean flows seldom reported
highly supercritical Froude numbers (e.g. Tinkler 1997; Lenzi 2001; Zimmermann and Church 2001; Comiti et al.
2007; Comiti et al. 2009; Magirl et al. 2009; Nitsche et al. 2012; Recking et al. 2012; Schneider et al. 2015).
Interestingly, most peak-flow reconstructions after moderate- to extreme-magnitude flood events were also subor near-critical (Rickenmann and Koschni 2010; Hauer and Habersack 2009; Lumbroso and Gaume 2012; RuizVillanueva et al. 2018). Such reconstruction are usually less accurate than direct measurements because they are
indirectly computed from flow modeling or post-event measurements and interpretations. Peak-flow estimations
remain however key input data to many of the applications mentioned above (Lumbroso and Gaume 2012). Obviously, higher uncertainties arise if dramatic geomorphic adjustments occurred in addition to extraordinarily high
flow levels.
Bedload-laden flows over very steep slopes, i.e., close to or greater than 0.1 m/m, are very complex phenomena.
Several stations have monitored such creeks for decades (e.g., Rickenmann et al. 2013; Rainato et al. 2016) and
recorded a few high-magnitude events on the confined reaches where the stations are located. Less data and
knowledge are available for flows occurring when bedload-laden floods reach alluvial fans and lose confinement or
when debris floods spread in sediment detention basins (but see Piton et al. 2018a; Theule et al. 2018). Such events
have seldom been directly monitored because they are flashy, rare, often unexpected and potentially dangerous to
in situ measurement by their capacity to destroy and damage sensors.
Although field data remain the ultimate evidence, experiments are useful to shed light on processes difficult to
measure in the fields. Small-scale models enable measurement of analog conditions for high-energy flood events under
controlled conditions with direct measurement of velocities, depth, bed geometry and roughness. We conducted a
set of experiments to better understand the dynamics of laterally unconstrained flows loaded with poorly sorted
gravels and flowing on very steep slopes (Piton 2016). The initial idea was to qualify the flow regime occurring
in sediment deposition basins when debris floods fill them. A procedure designed to measure and reconstruct 2D
depth-averaged flows based on this set-up and image analysis techniques was presented in Piton et al. 2018b.
The present paper reports on flow conditions emerging when bedload-laden flows reach very steep, laterally
unconstrained areas. In essence, we investigate which geomorphic patterns settle in such contexts and how varied
could be the range of Froude and Shields numbers of the flows upon these patterns. The paper first briefly reports
the experimental set-up and reviews the flow measurement and reconstruction method. It then analyzes flow
regimes and links to bed geomorphology. Finally, we discuss the critical-flow hypothesis in light of both the existing
literature and these new measurements.
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2.1

Materials and Methods
Experimental set-up

This study utilizes a ”generic Froude-scale model”, i.e., a scaled version of a general geomorphic feature (Peakall
et al. 1996). Only a concise description of the experimental set-up and the methods are presented here; more
technical details are available in Piton 2016 and Piton et al. 2018b.
The model geometry consisted of two experimental reaches: a narrow, confined and armored 15%-steep reach
that transitioned into a five-times wider reach with alluvial material and a 10%-slope. This geometry may, for
instance, represent a sediment deposition basin at a scale reduction of 1:15-1:50, the most representative scale being
1:25 Piton 2016, p. 158. It could also be viewed as a very simplified transition between gorges and fan in a steeply
sloping creek. The flume was 6 m long, 1.25 m wide, and 0.4 m deep. All measurements were taken within the
”investigation area,” i.e., in the wide, 2.5-m-long lowest part of the flume (Figure 1). The transverse profile was
initially flat, i.e., without a pre-existing channel, similar to recently cleaned sediment deposition basins. The inlet
pipe is assumed to be an analog small-scale model of a steep torrent where bedload transport is transferred over
an armored layer with no interaction and buffering of the sediment flux; its width and slope were selected with this
objective in mind. Coarse grains were glued in the pipe to limit flow acceleration at the inlet. Additionally, a few
cobbles were put at the basin inlet to dissipate energy (Figure 1). These cobbles break the upstream energy and
confine the hydraulic jump related to the inlet pipe in its direct vicinity (see video in supplemental material).

Figure 1: Images of investigation area: a) flow seeded with charcoal powder clouds during the large-scale particle
image velocimetry (LSPIV) image capture, immediately followed by b) drained-bed image capture for structurefrom-motion photogrammetry (SfM) acquisition. Flow reconstruction was performed at a certain distance from the
inlet and outlet sections to prevent the influence of boundary conditions.
We used two sediment mixtures, with D84 = 3.8 mm and D84 = 2.4 mm, respectively, D84 being the 84%
quantile of the grain size distribution (Table 1). We prepared them based on several sieved mixtures with diameters
ranging from 0.2 mm to 20 mm. Piton 2016 compared the two mixture curve shapes with those of steep creeks,
highlighting that they are consistent with natural coarse mixtures. Grains finer than 0.2 mm were not used so
as to prevent colloidal effects. This means that, assuming a down-scaling of 1:25, sand smaller than 5 mm was
absent, thus damping small geomorphic adjustments related to partial transport of the finest fraction (Wilcock and
McArdell 1997).
Filling sediment deposition basins is partially controlled by hydrograph shape and duration (Piton and Recking
2016). We consequently used varying feeding conditions with hydrographs (Table 1). Simple triangular hydrographs
3
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Table 1: Experimental plan
C=Qs/Q Nrun NDEM &P IV
Nwater
[%]
depth
1-4
4
14
28
2-5
9
47
68
Total
13
61
96
Note: DX diameter such that X % is finer, Qpeak: peak water discharge range, Qs,peak: peak sediment discharge range,
Tpeak: duration before hydrograph peak, C: sediment concentration assuming a sediment density of 2.65,
Nrun : total number of hydrographs tested; NDEM &P IV : total number of nearly simultaneous digital
elevation models (DEM) and large-scale particle image velocimetry (LSPIV) acquisition; and Nwater depth :
total number of manual point gauge water depth measurements

GSD
code
1
2

D16
[mm]
1.7
1.2

D50
[mm]
3.8
2.4

D84
[mm]
8.1
6.2

Qpeak
[l/s]
2.75
1.62-2.75

Qs,peak
[g/s]
73-292
146-213

Tpeak
[min]
22.5-90
30-45

were used with a recession duration 1.7 times longer than the rising limb, as previously used by Armanini and Larcher
2001, for instance. Water was recirculated while sediment was fed by a hopper and a conveyor belt with controlled
velocity.
For the sake of simplicity, the sediment discharge was set proportional to the water discharge using various
sediment concentrations C = Qs /Q ∈ [0.01; 0.05], with Q and Qs the water and sediment discharges, respectively.
The minimum concentration was chosen such that deposition in the investigation area was marginal, flow merely
reworking the topography. Conversely, maximum concentration triggered massive deposition, the supply maximum
value being limited by the conveyor belt capacity.
The total volume of sediment injected was kept constant between runs (≈500 kg). Maintaining a constant total
sediment supply while varying the instantaneous sediment concentration and keeping the water discharge as high
as possible required changing the flood duration. As a consequence, the duration of each experiment was inversely
proportional to the concentration.

2.2

Measurement set-up

Several image analysis methods were used to capture flow features: large-scale particle image velocimetry (LSPIV
- Fujita et al. 1998; Muste et al. 2008) and Structure-from-Motion photogrammetry (SfM - Westoby et al. 2012)
as detailed in Piton et al. 2018b. For the sake of conciseness, only a summary and complementary information are
given here.
A high-speed Phototron FASTCAM camera (125 frame/s) took videos lasting a few seconds of charcoal-seeded
flows (Figure 1). These pictures were used to estimate surface velocities VLSP IV and subsequently depth-averaged
velocities VX,Y using the LSPIV method and a correction factor between surface velocities and depth-averaged
velocities of 0.84.
The pump was stopped while LSPIV acquisition was in progress, the flume drained in a few seconds and two
CANON 100D cameras took pictures from a trolley circulating over the flume. High-quality digital elevation models
(DEM) of the elevation Z for all points X,Y were reconstructed using the SfM method with the HD-pictures and
photogrammetry software (Agisoft Photoscan). For every coordinate point X,Y, millimeter-accurate elevation fields
ZX,Y (m) were built. Local slope values were computed by linear fits. Residual topography KsX,Y was also
computed by the difference between cell elevation and mean elevation on a 20-mm side square around the cell
(Cavalli et al. 2008).
The elevation measurements were coupled with flow surface velocity measurements. In sum, the first step
consisted of the interpolation of the flow direction at all flooded points from the LSPIV velocity measurements. We
assumed that surface velocities are relevant proxies for depth-averaged flow directions and thus stream lines. The
residual topography standard deviation (σKs ), called the ”roughness index” by Cavalli et al. 2008, and the channel
slope SX,Y (m/m) were extracted from the DEM specifically along the local flow direction at each point. The
method provided surface velocity from which depth-averaged velocity was estimated with an assumed correction
coefficient, as well as slope and bed roughness at every point of the flow, in our case on 5-mm pixels, extracted
along simplified stream lines.
Before each LSPIV measurement, one or two flow depth measurements were taken with a point gauge usually
near the center of one channel (Table 1). These are hereafter refereed to as ”reference points”. Within the 13 runs
performed, we undertook an accumulated number of 61 LSPIV + SfM acquisitions and an accumulated number of 96
depth measurements, i.e., 96 reference point data. Grain size distributions were also measured using Wolman 1954’s
counts at these locations, and D84 were computed. A proportionality with the roughness index was demonstrated,
as in other studies (Brasington et al. 2012; Vázquez-Tarrı́o et al. 2017):
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D84 ≈ 7σKs

(1)

Several friction laws relating the velocity to flow depths, slope and roughness (D84 or σKs ) were tested on the
reference points. The Ferguson (2007) friction law proved to be the most relevant for such very shallow flows with
substantial roughness, consistently with several other studies (e.g., Rickenmann and Recking 2011; Schneider et al.
2015):
V
2.5(d/D84 )
√
(2)
=p
gdS
1 + 0.15(d/D84 )5/3
with d the water depth (m) and g gravitational acceleration (m.s−2 ). To extend the friction law for all areas of
flow, a modified Ferguson (2007) friction law was used by introducing Equation (1) into Equation (2):
p

VX,Y
2.5(dX,Y /7σKs,X,Y )
=p
gdX,Y SX,Y
1 + 0.15(dX,Y /7σKs,X,Y )5/3

(3)

This modified Ferguson equation gave similar values to compute flow depth with the original formulation (Piton
2016; Piton et al. 2018b). Applying Equation (3) to all flowing areas makes it possible to reconstruct full depthaveraged flow features: depth d, velocity V , slope S, roughness index σKs and equivalent grain size D84 = 7σKs
(Figure 2).
In the last step, dimensionless numbers such as Froude numbers F r and the Shields number τ ∗ could be computed
as well, using simplified equations:
0.84 VLSP IV
α0.5 v
≈ p
g cosθ d
g dX,Y
Sd
SX,Y dX,Y
τ∗ =
≈
(s − 1) D84
(s − 1) 7 σKs,X,Y
Fr = √

(4a)
(4b)

with α the kinetic energy correction factor approximated to 1 (-), θ = atan(S) the slope angle (o ) whose cosinus
≈ 1 in river beds (3% deviation at slope 0.25) and s the sediment density taken here as 2.65 (-). See Liggett 1993
for a discussion of the Froude number estimation and averaging implied in estimations along a current line or at the
cross-sectional scale. See also Magirl et al. 2009 for a practical application of Froude number computation taking
into account detailed depth-wise velocity profile measurements and thus the effect of α.
This method provides a great number of reconstructed values at high resolution based on a procedure in several
steps described above and summarized here (Fig. 2): (i) one or two local depth measurements (for later friction
law validation); (ii) charcoal seeding and video acquisition (for later surface velocity estimation); (iii) instantaneous
stopping of the pump a few seconds before the charcoal patterns reached the flume outlet; (iv) the flume was
then drained in about 5 to 10 s; these four steps usually took less than 30 s (back analysis from the videos); (v)
high-definition image acquisition of the dry bed (for later SfM photogrammetry reconstruction); (vi) instantaneous
restarting of the pump and continuing of the experimental run. Each set of these six steps made it possible to
reconstruct one map of flows on a regular grid with a 5-mm space between points in the application presented in
this paper, resulting in thousands of values per DEM-LSPIV measurement. Whenever the steps took too long, the
seeding was not done properly or morphological changes occurred during an abnormally long pump stoppage, the
data were not used.
Uncertainties in measurements and flow depth reconstruction are discussed in depth in Piton et al. 2018b. Using
a full uncertainty propagation by Monte Carlo analysis, they showed that relative uncertainty on reconstructed water
depth was 15%, ignoring the friction law uncertainty. To provide here insights into uncertainties with calculations
of F r and τ ∗ , we performed a full error propagation procedure on the data available at reference points where
uncertainties on each parameter were assessed by Piton et al. 2018b, thus providing point-specific uncertainties.
We propagated the measurements’ relative uncertainties using standard quadratic error propagation through Eqs.
(4a) and (4b). We used (i) surface velocity uncertainties of 2% ± 2% (mean ± standard deviation of point-specific
uncertainties), (ii) uncertainty on the surface-to-depth-averaged velocity correction factor of 4% according to data
of Polatel (2006, p. 39), (iii) slope uncertainty of 19% ± 11%, (iv) roughness index uncertainties 24% ± 15% and
(v) the 15% relative uncertainty on depth. This resulted in 16% ± 0.4% and 37% ± 15% relative uncertainties on
F r and τ ∗ , respectively. It is worth stressing that the lower uncertainty associated with F r is partially due to
the nonlinearity of Eq. (4a): the square root limits the total uncertainty increase related to reconstructed depth
accuracy. Conversely, τ ∗ is not extremely accurate, which also reinforces the need to account for sensitivity of this
parameter using several filtration values (see below).
5
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Flow direction: 𝑐Ԧ
Surface velocity
measurement: VSurface

Residual topography: Ks

𝑐Ԧ = VSurface/ VSurface

𝐾𝑠 = 𝑍𝑋,𝑌 −

Channel bed
elevation: ZX,Y

𝑍𝑋∓20𝑚𝑚,𝑌 ∓20𝑚𝑚

SfM (Photogrammetry)

LSPIV (Image analysis)

Flow slope : 𝑆 and bed
roughness St. Dev.: σKs

Depth-averaged
velocity: V
V=0.84xVSurface

S and σKs along flow directions

General water depth
reconstruction : d

Froude number: Fr

Shields number: τ*

d=f -1(V,S,7σKs)

Fr=V/√gd

τ*=Sd/1.65*7σKs

Flow reconstruction
(applied for all areas of flow)

Preliminary validation
Friction law
validation

Proportionality
between D84 and σKs

V=f(dloc,S,7σKs)

(at reference points only)
Local point gauge : dloc
and Wolman counts : D84

D84 ≈ 7σKs

Manual measurements

Legend:

Measurement

Flow parameter

Acquisition method

Computation

Validation step
Equation

Final step
Equation

Figure 2: Flow chart summarizing the flow reconstruction procedure from LSPIV, SfM, manual measurements and
friction law validation and inversion. Dark arrows map the flow parameters’ intermediate computation steps, the
final steps of Froude and Shields number computation are highlighted by the dotted lines, clear arrows display the
validation steps of the initial procedure.

3
3.1

Results
Channel types

At the channel scale, we did not observe dune or clear antidune trains, nor step pools. Channels were mostly plane
bed and cascade channels according to the terminology of Montgomery and Buffington (1997). Slopes remained
steep to very steep, within a range of 0.02-0.25 (m/m). Channels varied within a wide range of widths, from a
few centimeters to very transiently 0.3-0.4 m. Bedload transport intensity varied greatly in time and space. Flow
velocities, depths, Froude and Shields numbers were usually higher in the central parts of channels (Fig. 3e-h). It
should be emphasized that the F r and τ ∗ analyses provided below are not cross-section-averaged values. Flows
with high values of F r and τ ∗ sometimes formed within limited sections of a channel’s flow field and during short
periods. Nonetheless section-averaged values of F r and τ ∗ remain lower, as for 2D vs 1D depths or velocities.
Identifying each channel and comparing local and cross-sectional values of F r and τ ∗ is beyond the scope of this
paper.
Dramatic geomorphic changes were observed during every run. Deposition and erosion formed channels, lobes,
terraces and bars everywhere in the investigation area. At this scale, the deposition process was very similar to
alluvial fan formation, as yet thoroughly described by Van Dijk et al. (2009) and Van Dijk et al. (2012) and Reitz
and Jerolmack (2012). In essence, autogenic cycles emerged where phases of slow deposition with multi-thread
channel patterns were episodically followed by fast avulsion and incision of a single-thread channel (Piton et al.
2016; Piton 2016). The cycle duration increased as the fan area grew (Reitz and Jerolmack 2012).
Braided pattern prevailed during the aggradation phases. These phases sometimes lasted dozens of minutes.
Flow field and geomorphology interacted constantly to produce the hydraulics and bedforms observed. Both bed
forms and bed structure regularly changed, i.e., grain packing, imbrication and clustering (Church 2006) as describing hereafter. Grain size segregation played a key role in the geomorphic changes. Aggrading and stable channels
experienced intense kinetic sieving, i.e., fine grains percolating into the bed (Frey and Church 2009; Bacchi et al.
2014). Multi-thread channels were thus usually paved and steep. Their morphology was of the plane bed or cascade
types according to the terminology of Montgomery and Buffington (1997). The bed was too active and mobile to
develop steps and ribs. Trains of standing waves and lateral shock waves developed from both channel banks (see
video in supplemental material). These braided flows were mostly subcritical despite their steepness (Fig. 3e):
flows being usually shallower than in single-thread configuration and channel beds being coarser and more clustered
(compare Fig. 3c & d). Energy dissipation by friction was consequently significant and prevented the flow to reach
6
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high velocities.
Fast and transient armor-breaking events cyclically incised a single deep channel in the deposits in a few minutes.
Incision occurred sometimes after an avulsion and systematically after armor breaking, thus reaching the subsurface
finer material. Such armor-breaking channels were mostly covered by fine sediment and were therefore much
smoother than braided channels (Fig. 1b & Fig. 3d). Bedload sheets, i.e., transient bursts of more intense sediment
transport over smooth bed, were systematically observed as in Kuhnle and Southard (1988), Recking et al. (2009),
and Venditti et al. (2010). A self-reinforcing process, very active geomorphically, emerged when flow concentrated in
a single channel and met the fine subsurface layer, then rapidly and very efficiently exporting sediment downstream.
Bedload transport intensity was the highest during this phase. Flows over the smooth subsurface tended to have
higher F r numbers than over paved multi-thread morphologies (compare Fig. 3e & f). Flows were thus generally
supercritical during incision phases. Such single-channel morphologies were rare, occurring two or three times
during each run, and never lasting more than a few minutes. During this phase, channels usually looked like plane
bed configurations. Standing waves influenced by lateral shock waves were also the main flow hydraulics (Fig. 1a).
Sediment was efficiently transported downstream of the former accumulation, building lobes further downstream
or exporting sediment at the flume outlet (Fig. 3 and see video in supplementary material). Secondary flow paths
formed on the sides of the main channels, usually with subcritical conditions due to their shallowness. These
involved shallow depths and low velocities, and therefore smaller fluxes of water.

3.2

Froude number, slope and transport stage

Every point of the 61 flow reconstruction operations coming from 13 different runs was gathered in one data set
with 1.7 million data points (Table 2). Each point is assumed to be representative of a 5-mm pixel in one of the 61
instantaneous pictures of the experiment. These data depict great variability in morphologies, slopes, grain sorting
state, stage in the hydrograph, discharges and so on. The full data set is assumed to represent an integrated image
of our analog model of debris flood deposition in unconfined reaches. Nonetheless, one must keep in mind that
since every measurement is local, in a 2D depth-averaged sense, we expect that they locally capture high and low
parameter values that would be averaged in a similar 1D, i.e., cross-sectional analysis. Parameter values are thus
theoretically scattered over wider ranges than if the analysis had been performed in 1D. Comparing 1D and 2D
estimates would be an interesting study that is beyond the scope of this paper: it would imply automatic detection
of channels and bars, which is complicated in the experience of the authors.
Note that measurements taken using the two different sediment mixtures are pooled in the same data set because
similar sorting and bedform patterns, as well as associated flow regimes and range of depths, were observed, although
slightly steeper slopes were measured on the coarsest mixture (Piton 2016).
Froude numbers of the full data set are plotted against local slope extracted along the stream lines in Figure 4.
Most data are within the range 0.02 < S < 0.2. The Froude numbers increase as slope increases in channels with a
slope milder than ≈ 0.1. In contrast, a superior envelope, inversely correlated with the slope, appears for S & 0.1.
We expected that decreasing Froude numbers would occur with increasing slope as a direct consequence of increasing
roughness, smaller and shallower channels, flow spreading and emergence of several associated energy dissipation
processes such as hydraulic jumps, lateral shocks, breaking standing waves and so on. Both geomorphology and
hydraulics are intrinsically coupled during this process.
To better highlight the coupled hydraulic and geomorphic processes, we filtered these overall results to focus on
morphologically active channels where flows are competent and thus able to sculpt the channel’s shape and structure,
i.e., in active mobile bed channels. To assess the channel’s capacity to adjust its morphology, the transport stage
∗
∗
was computed, i.e., τ ∗ /τcr
, with τcr
the critical Shields parameter for incipient motion of sediment. Many values
∗
have been proposed for τcr : Shields 1936 proposed 0.06, while Meyer-Peter and Müller 1948 proposed 0.047. Recent
research suggests that this parameter is slope-dependent (Mueller et al. 2005; Lamb et al. 2008; Recking 2009).
Recking et al. (2008) proposed the following equation:
∗
τcr
= 0.15 × S 0.275

(5)

∗
Equation (5) results for instance in τcr
= 0.051, 0.080 and 0.096 for slopes of 0.02, 0.1 and 0.2 (m/m), respectively.
∗
∗
∗
sub-samples with τ /τcr > 1 were extracted from the full data set considering the τcr
values of Shields 1936,
Meyer-Peter and Müller 1948 and Recking et al. (2008) (Fig. 4c-e). The Froude numbers of each sub-sample
∗
are plotted as boxplots and distributions (Figure 5 and 6). We use different values of τcr
in order to examine
Froude number response irrespective of the specific equation employed. Some transport may occur in all channels
∗
∗
approaching τ ∗ /τcr
≈ 1 and that the higher the definition of τcr
, the more likely the bedload transport is sufficient
to rapidly adjust the channel forms. In addition, since the critical Shields parameter is computed here for D84 ,
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Flow spreading on paved multithread channels,
deposition and aggradation near the inlet

Intense bedload transport on bed
smoothen by fine subsurface material
Armor breaking, flow
capture and incision

Kinetic sieving

Bedload sheet
propagation

Lobe creation and
sediment export

General aggradation near the fan apex,
armoring and intense kinetic sieving

a)

b)
Residual topography: KS = ZX,Y − Z X∓20mm , Y∓20mm

Residual topography: KS = ZX,Y − Z X∓20mm , Y∓20mm

Finer and smoother channel

Paved channels

Paved terrace

d)

1.25 m
e)

f)

g)

h)

Figure 3: Conceptual top views of two geomorphic patterns: (a) a multi-thread channel experiencing aggradation
and (b) an single-thread channel experiencing incision; residual topography measurement of both (c & d), Froude
number spatial distribution of both (e & f) and Shields number spatial distribution of both (g & h). The singlethread channel indicates the flows shown in Figure 1
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∗ = Eq. 5)
Eq. 7 (𝜏𝑐𝑟

a)

Eq. 7

∗
(𝜏𝑐𝑟

b)

= 0.03)

III

Highly
competent
flows 𝝉∗ >
∗
𝝉𝒄𝒓

II

Transition
flows 𝝉∗ ≈
∗
𝝉𝒄𝒓

I

Inactive
flows 𝝉∗ <
∗
𝝉𝒄𝒓

Probability
iso-density
contours
𝜏∗
0.15𝑆 0.275

c)

𝜏∗
0.047

>1

d)

>1

𝜏∗
0.060

>1

𝜏∗
0.047

>1

𝜏∗
0.060

>1

e)

𝜏∗
0.15𝑆 0.275

>1

Figure 4: Froude number vs slope: a) full data set, b) conceptual view highlighting transport capacity domains
∗
based on transport stage (τ ∗ /τcr
), full data set with colored probability density contours of sub-samples with
∗
transport stage higher than unity for various critical Shields values. Domains with τ ∗ /τcr
lower than unity, close
to unity and higher than unity are displayed with numbers ”I”, ”II” and ”III”, respectively. Note that the sharp
boundary represented by the dotted lines, eye-fitted, are not based on a clearly defined threshold and are actually
∗
∗
= 0.047 (Meyer-Peter and Müller
progressive transitions; sub-samples selected with τ ∗ /τcr
> 1 assuming c) τcr
∗
1948) , d) τcr = 0.060 (Shields 1936) and e) Eq. 5 (Recking et al. 2008). Most flows are subcritical, although
the morphologically slightly active flows tend to have a near-critical Froude number and very active flow to obtain
slightly supercritical flows. A superior envelope inversely correlated with slope appear: we assume that decreasing
Froude numbers on increasing slopes are the print of increasing roughness and flow spreading with increasing slope,
feedback from geomorphology on hydraulics
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Figure 5: Synthetic Froude number statistics of the complete data set (1.7 million data points) and filtered with
several Shields number threshold values, highlighting that morphologically active flows approach a critical Froude
number. The boxplot to the right-hand side is filtered using the slope-dependent value of critical Shields number
of Eq. (5)

∗
Table 2: Froude number average and quantile values of sub-samples extracted with various threshold values of τcr
and displayed in Figure 6

Shields threshold
value
All data
>0.047
>0.060
>Eq. (5)

Froude
average
0.52
0.91
1.01
1.13

Quantiles
5%
0.14
0.52
0.63
0.62

10%
0.16
0.59
0.71
0.92

50%
0.41
0.87
0.97
1.12

90%
1.04
1.30
1.36
1.45

95%
1.22
1.42
1.47
1.55

99%
1.51
1.65
1.69
1.75

Number of data
*106
1.7
0.6
0.43
0.26

Shields stresses and thus transport stage are lower than they might be if using D50 , for instance. As a consequence,
∗
¡1, although of lower intensity
there is still sediment transport and possible morphological adjustments for τ ∗ /τcr
(MacKenzie et al. 2018). It has now been established that bedload transport of poorly sorted sediment does not
show a sharp transition between static and mobile conditions, but rather a pseudo-cyclic and progressive shift
toward partial and finally full mobility (Wilcock and McArdell 1997; Bacchi et al. 2014).
∗
Most of our flow data correspond to relatively shallow flows with low τ ∗ /τcr
values, which are subcritical despite
the steepness of the channels (Fig. 5 - left box plot; Fig. 6 upper panel; Table 2). Sub-samples with higher threshold
∗
∗
are
hold data coming from increasingly competent channels. Interestingly, higher threshold values τcr
values τcr
correlated with higher Froude number ranges (Fig. 4c-e, 5 and 6). Thus, in the continuous transition between
inactive to morphologically active flows, the Froude number increases with the transport stage. More interestingly,
∗
the highest Froude number values seldom exceed ≈ 1.5 − 2 and ts with τ ∗ /τcr
> 1 have near-critical Froude number
values. High Froude numbers were not reached: the 95% and 99% quantiles of the full data set were 1.2 and 1.5,
respectively (Table 2). Since the flow energy is minimum for critical flows (Grant 1997), it seems that the channel
morphology approaches this optimum providing that the flows have a sufficient transport capacity to adjust the
∗
bed morphology, i.e., sufficiently high τ ∗ /τcr
.

3.3

Comparison with theoretical equations

∗
Using a near-threshold channel hypothesis, i.e., τ ∗ ≈ τcr
and a Keulegan-type friction law, Grant 1997, proposed
the following equation for Froude numbers at incipient motion:


 
∗
1.65 τcr
F r = 2.18 ln
+ 1.35 S 1/2
(6)
S
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Figure 6: Froude number densities of the complete data set and sub-samples filtered with several critical Shields
number threshold values. Each sub-sample is displayed with a different color to highlight how the different subsamples relate to each other. The lower the threshold value, the more the sample includes subcritical Froude number
values, although even in the sample filtered with Equation (5) (bottom panel), the most probable Froude number
value is precisely critical
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∗
Conversely, using the hypothesis that τ ∗ ≈ 1.4τcr
in gravel-bed channels and a Manning-Strickler type friction law
resulted in the following equation:


F r = 8.1

∗
1.4 (s − 1) τcr
λ

1/6

S 1/3

(7)

with s the sediment density taken here as 2.65 (t/m3 ) and the λ coefficient to multiply by D50 to get the roughness
height in the famous formulation n ∝ (d/λD)−1/6 with the n Manning coefficient. In Grant (1997, Fig. 4), Eq. (6)
∗
gave a somewhat lower envelope of competent flows assuming τcr
≈ 0.06 while Eq. (7) gave a first approximation of
∗
the upper envelope assuming λ = 6 and τcr ≈ 0.03. Both equations are plotted in Fig. 4a along with updating using
∗
τcr
values based on Eq. (5). Interestingly, while the Grant (1997, Fig. 4) covered roughly a slope range of 0–0.04,
herein we push the slope range much further. Equation (6) remains near-critical for S ≈ 0.05 − 0.06 and then
correctly captures a decreasing trend with increasing slope. The argument that it is a reasonable border between
domains ”I” and ”II”, i.e., between inactive and near-critical flows, still holds. The updated version using slope∗
dependent τcr
is higher but stays near-critical. Actually, the threshold for motion above a slope of 0.1–0.15, i.e.,
in debris flow reaches, becomes a complicated question involving both fluid mechanics and granular geomechanics;
this theoretical development should be interpreted with caution.
In sum, within the range S=0.02–0.1, Eq. (6) seems a good first estimate of F r for near-threshold channels, but
∗
∗
one should still chose a definition for τcr
. We recommend using the slope-dependent τcr
of Eq. (5) which is based
on more up-to-date results but is also representative of probably slightly more geomorphic activity according to
∗
our data. Equation (7) used with τcr
≈ 0.03 is consistent with Grant (1997) a first estimate of the upper envelope,
∗
though part of the percentile of data characterized by F r > 1.5 is above it. Using slope-dependent τcr
of Eq. (5) is
a surprisingly accurate upper envelope. The hypothesis that gravel-bed channels remain in transport stages close
to unity and rarely above ≈1.4 seems verified here here, assuming that the friction equation is correct. Note that
the aforementioned decreasing trends for high slopes are not captured here. This is probably related to decreasing
submergence at high slopes: Manning-Strickler formulations are not adapted for such low submergence (Ferguson
2007; Rickenmann and Recking 2011).

3.4

Correlation between Froude and Shields numbers

We find a clear positive correlation between Froude numbers and Shields numbers, as shown in Figure 7. The
correlation coefficient between F r and τ ∗ is 0.91 on the whole dataset. In essence and quite intuitively, since
roughness is correlated with grain size (Eq. 1), the finer the bed, the smoother it is. The correspondence between
high F r (smooth bed) and high τ ∗ (fine bed) is the result. It is worth recalling (see previous section) that in our
experiments high F r numbers (high velocity, low depth) were always associated with armor breakup and very active
transport above the subsurface finer material released by armor disruption. The underlying physical processes are
discussed below. Supercritical flows occurring on the morphologically most active channels were transient in time
because of fast geomorphic adjustments at these locations.
Most channel changes were progressive: flow generally shifted progressively from high to near threshold τ ∗ , i.e.,
from highly competent to transition flows. In other words, they shifted from Fig. 7b domain ”III” to domain ”I”
via domain ”II”. The channel adjustments should therefore stop whenever flows achieved quasi-equilibrium between
energy supply and dissipation as well as sediment supply and export. Assuming that quasi-equilibrium channels
usually experience near threshold τ ∗ values (Grant 1997; Parker et al. 2007), according to Figure 7 these flows lie
close below the critical F r value (domain ”II” in Fig. 7b). If the upstream sediment supply is significant enough to
require a transport stage higher than 1, the flows may instead be near-critical (domain ”I” in Fig. 7b). If deposition
reaches a sufficiently high amount, the armor eventually breaks and flow passes through the fast phase of domain
III, rapidly bringing the system back to domain II or I.
These results suggest that a self-stabilizing feedback loop emerges and limits the occurrence of high F r values
because the supercritical sample part is also the most morphologically active one: flows with high τ ∗ have a stronger
capacity to rework their bed, adjusting it to increase friction, dissipate energy and approach the energetic optimum
of critical flows.

4

Discussion

Grant (1997) speculated that supercritical flows should be rarely encountered in the field in mobile-bed river
channels. During the reviewing process of the present paper and in light of more than 20 years of research, Gordon
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Figure 7: Froude number vs Shields number: a) Full data set (r2 = 0.91) and b) main domains of transport stages
with colored probability density contours of transport stage higher than unity for various critical Shields values:
∗
∗
light blue τcr
= 0.047, dark blue τcr
= 0.060 and orange Eq. 5. Domains with transport stage lower than unity, close
to unity and higher than unity are displayed with numbers ”I”, ”II” and ”III”, respectively. Note that the sharp
boundary represented by the dotted lines were simply eye-fitted and are actually progressive transitions. Transition
flows are barely subcritical while competent flows are near critical to supercritical for high transport stages

Grant synthesized this, pointing out that ”supercritical flows result in specific forms of energy dissipation (i.e.,
hydraulic jumps, standing waves) that extract energy from the flow and therefore reduce velocity back towards
critical. In a sense, the flow is held in a tension between those forces that accelerate it towards (and locally above)
critical and those forces that abstract energy, hence slow it down. Thus emerges the ”strange attractor” at F r=1.
The ability of the flow to rework the bed is an important consideration in understanding how the channel adjusts
over the long term to maintain near-critical flow conditions”. This very clear description and the original paper adopt
a rather hydraulically oriented perspective. Here, we broaden this argument based on experiment data to show
that geomorphic adjustments, including adjustments of width, bed elevation, and armoring, are also mechanisms
by which channels maintain near-critical flow conditions.
From a broader perspective, a number of regime theories or extremal equations have been proposed to define
how alluvial channels adjust their slope and width to water and sediment supply. Huang et al. 2004 reviewed them
in light of the ”principle of minimum energy” and proposed ways to compute a theoretical optimal value for the
width/depth ratio that would act as an attractor for a given discharge. They subsequently enlarged this approach,
notably in Nanson and Huang 2008; Nanson and Huang 2016 with the ”least action principle,” attempting to propose
a somewhat universal principle governing very long-term channel evolution based on a ”mass-balance equilibrium”.
Although their working hypothesis was that the long-term form of a river channel mostly adjusts to convey the
sediment load supplied to it, they agreed that flows having excessive energy, e.g., during a particularly high flood
event, will adjust the channel geometry to dissipate it, usually by friction. Friction dissipation is driven by channel
roughness and the width/depth ratio. Both can adjust at the time scale of a flood event, e.g., by bedform changes,
armor breaking and bank erosion (Vaughn 1990; Righini et al. 2017; Scorpio et al. 2018). All rivers likely behave
in this type of dynamic equilibrium, recovering from the last extreme flood event or shifting to a new state because
of changes in boundary conditions (Rinaldi et al. 2011; Church and Ferguson 2015).
The assertion that a critical Froude number seems to be an attractor on a steep stream or upper bound at lower
than formative flows has been consistently confirmed by hydraulics field measurements generally demonstrating
subcritical or near-critical flow conditions in mountain streams (Tinkler 1997; Lenzi 2001; Zimmermann and Church
2001; Comiti et al. 2007; Comiti et al. 2009; Magirl et al. 2009; Nitsche et al. 2012; Recking et al. 2012; Schneider et
al. 2015). Dramatic width adjustments in mountain rivers have regularly been reported in the literature after flood
events (Rickenmann and Koschni 2010; Hauer and Habersack 2009; Ruiz-Villanueva et al. 2018). But still, Froude
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numbers have seldom been reported to be highly supercritical. Amponsah et al. 2016, for instance, reported 35
measurements of peak discharges based on field measurements after a major flood that triggered major geomorphic
adjustments in the Magra River system in Italy on 25th October 2011. Despite the high discharges (10.6±7.8
m3 .s−1 .km−2 , mean±standard deviation) and the relatively steep slopes (0.027±0.021), all Froude numbers were
estimated to be subcritical, although close to the critical value (0.75±0.12).
In our experimental observations on very steep slopes, flows were consistently subcritical most of the time (Table
2). The morphologically active flows shift toward near-critical Froude numbers. This is consistent with a system
adjusting its geometry and grain structure toward a minimum of energy. We conclude that Grant (1997)’s critical
flow hypothesis seems to be correct as a first approximation when describing bedload-laden flows in alluvial channels
that can self-adjust their channel structure and widths.
In very steep channels on mountain hill slopes, width is often constrained by large boulders or bedrock canyons
(Church and Zimmermann 2007). Interestingly, even in these contexts the Froude number and slope do not systematically increase together. Conversely, a somewhat nonintuitive inverse correlation is experienced, as captured by
Figure 4, where the Froude number decreases for slopes higher than 0.1. This correlation, still described in many
papers notably in Grant (1997) or Schneider et al. (2015), but here accurately measured on a large data set, is the
consequence of coupled hydraulic and geomorphic features of high gradient channels. Boulders and cobbles, supplied
by colluvial processes and debris flows, greatly increase channel roughness (Piton and Recking 2017). Autogenic
arrangements in cascade and step-pool morphologies increase energy dissipation even more since such bedforms are
closely coupled and self-adjusted, with energy dissipating hydraulic processes such as hydraulic jumps and tumbling
flows (Zimmermann et al. 2010). As pointed out by Grant 1997, such morphologies are often relics of formative
discharges that, considering the bed material size and packing, rarely occur (Recking et al. 2012). Under inactive or
weakly morphologically active flows, in a stream with a one-order-of-magnitude increase in slope, Schneider et al.
(2015), for instance, measured Froude numbers lower in the ≈40%-steep reach, compared to the milder, 3-4%-steep
upstream reach. While the cascade bed in the steep reach generated huge friction and dissipation by hydraulic
jumps, the milder plane bed was much smoother and allowed higher F r to occur. Continuous field LSPIV measurement on a steep stream confirmed globally subcritical or near-critical flows (Ran et al. 2016). These observations
demonstrate that in laterally confined channels, flow types and channel bed roughness can adjust quite effectively
to limit supercritical flow occurrence. Bed widening is an additional degree of freedom of systems that are laterally
unconfined, as in our experiments.
It is worth emphasizing however, that supercritical flows do exist in the field but are most often encountered in
quite specific configurations:
• In laterally-constrained channels, e.g., bedrock channels (Vaughn 1990) or on alluvial fans where channels are
artificially trained and width adjustment cannot occur. Le Boursicaud et al. 2016, for instance, measured a
Froude number of approximately 2.6 (uncertainty range 2.0-3.8) in a 5-m-wide, 6.3%-steep cut stone-protected
channel during pulsating bedload-laden flows (discharge: 22 m3 /s, uncertainty range 11-33 m3 /s). Asano and
Uchida 2016 also observed supercritical flow in a laterally confined channel with a natural boulder and cobblecover bed, 0.061-steep on average. A typhoon triggered a flood lasting several days where the Froude number
reached 1.7 and 1.4 in the two sections, 5 and 8 m wide, respectively. The coarser bed likely reduced the
Froude number compared to the cut-stone paved channel case reported in Le Boursicaud et al. 2016.
• At local flow constrictions, either natural or artificial, such as bridges. Using 1D and 2D modeling, Hauer and
Habersack 2009 studied 17 reaches that experienced the 1000-year flood of the Kamp River (Austria) in 2002,
which triggered major geomorphic changes in this 0.002- to 0.003-steep, gravel bed lowland river. Flows were
indeed mostly subcritical but experienced supercritical transition at flow constriction sites.
• Over smooth beds loaded with fine sediment as observed by Montgomery et al. 1999 in 0.015- to 0.023steep channels experiencing Froude numbers of 1.0-1.7 for flow depths of 0.03-0.05 m. These channels were
particularly loaded with post-eruptive fine sediments (2-8 mm) from Mount Pinatubo (Philippines). It should
be emphasized that Grant (1997) reported complementary measurements on one of these channels (PasigPotrero) at higher flow depths (0.16-0.22 m), which nonetheless flowed under channel average Froude numbers
of about 1.1. Note that cobbles and coarser material are mentioned in the latter case: the fine material observed
by Montgomery et al. 1999 could be considered a transient input, flushed relatively rapidly by the system.
This list is likely not exhaustive but points out typical configurations where supercritical flow can be expected. The
clearest, most widely known examples of sustained supercritical flow are very steep smooth channels such as steep
concrete-lined channels or dam spillways, i.e., particular configurations far from alluvial channels (Vaughn 1990;
Boes and Hager 2003).
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As pointed out by Gordon Grant during his review of the present paper, in essence, ”the critical flow hypothesis
does not require that flows are never supercritical, just that supercritical flow is likely to be a localized phenomenon
and channels will - if given the chance - adjust towards critical”. The ”critical flow hypothesis” could have instead
been called the ”near-critical flow hypothesis” since flows are not strictly critical, as also discussed by Chanson 1998
and Tinkler 1999, but near critical since they are locally or transiently at most slightly supercritical or near-critical.
Critical flows act as an attractor in sufficiently steep channels because it is energetically favorable and the physical
processes coupling hydraulics and geomorphology naturally curtail situations much above F r = 1 in mobile bed
channels.
Reanalysis of past events for discharge estimations is a key application of this result. It can for instance refine the
criterion related to Froude number used in the procedure of Lumbroso and Gaume (2012) to reconstruct flash-flood
peak discharges in un-gauged basins. Other related applications in steep-slope streams during high flows include
rapid estimation of discharge in ungauged basins, coarse measurement of discharge from remote sensing using width
and surface velocity measurements. Another possible use of this result lies in channel assessment, for instance aiming
at predicting whether or not bank erosion and width adjustments are likely. In cases where fixed-bed numerical
models compute alluvial, laterally unconstrained reaches with very supercritical flows, i.e., F r > 1.3 − 1.5, for a
given discharge, the likelihood of bank erosion and width adjustments should, in our opinion, be considered high.
Obviously, the higher the F r, the higher the likelihood of adjustment. This hypothesis should be tested on field
cases where grain size, width, discharge and depth data are available. This criterion could be useful, for instance, in
studies trying to predict bed widening and extreme bedload-laden flood hazards as well as large wood recruitment
by alluvial terrace erosion (Mazzorana et al. 2009; Comiti et al. 2016; Ruiz-Villanueva et al. 2016). In these studies,
Froude number is a complementary parameter to the unit discharges and stream power still in use (Arnaud-Fassetta
et al. 2005; Wohl and Jaeger 2009; Righini et al. 2017; Scorpio et al. 2018).

5

Conclusions

This paper explores a new data set of measurements taken on very steep flows, laden with bedload and laterally
unconfined, at an unprecedented level of accuracy. In such contexts, flows can fully rework channels, easily adjusting
width, depth and bed structure. A flow reconstruction procedure was used to compute depth as well as the Froude
and Shields numbers on millions of pixels based on velocity, slope and roughness measurements. Despite steep slopes,
mostly within the 0.02–0.2 range, surprisingly the Froude numbers were mostly subcritical. Subcritical Froude
numbers were a consequence of naturally emerging standing waves and other energy dissipating features coupled
with roughness adjustments: most channels were paved and/or their width increased triggering flow spreading on
∗
> 1),
thinner, shallower layers. Competent flows, identified by the transport stage being higher than unity (τ ∗ /τcr
were highlighted as near critical and seldom with F r > 1.3 − 1.5. This demonstrates that, providing that bed
structure and width can adjust, competent flows tend to rework channels and develop a flow pattern to approach
the energy minimum of near-critical flows. This hypothesis was proposed by Grant 1997, has been confirmed by
post-disaster flow computations on a few sections, but, to the best of our knowledge, until this study had not been
demonstrated on such a large experimental sample. Considering near-critical flows during discharges high enough
to be clearly competent in laterally unconfined beds therefore seems reasonable as a first approximation in steep
gravel-bed channels.
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